OrgaPanel.

A Multifunctional
Organizational Talent
With time, desks tend to become cluttered up, with no more space
for the user’s actual tasks. This is where the new OrgaPanel by Merkt
comes in: It organizes vertically anything that does not belong on the
horizontal workspace. The OrgaPanel is attached to precisely the work
panel that has now been freed up. And it is as easy as pie.
Other useful functions the OrgaPanel performs include as a movable
partition and acoustic shield from neighbors and the general surroundings. All this promotes concentrated, structured working.

Can be used on both sides:
The OrgaPanel also reveals its diverse
organizational talent on its rear.

In addition to Merkt workplace systems the Merkt OrgaPanel can be
fitted to and used with most standard market desk systems, if desired
on their supporting structure.
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1 OrgaPanel The triplelayer steel
panel serves as the system’s sturdy
base and, a mere 5 mm thick, it is
extremely elegant.
2 Magnet set The ferromagnetic
material means OrgaPanel is perfect
for use as a magnetic wall.

4 Board Different-sized organization areas significantly increase the
overall storage space of any desk
equipped with the OrgaPanel.
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5 Key and pen board for storing
pens and hanging up keys and similar implements.

3 Trays in different sizes make the
OrgaPanel an efficient organizational
talent.
OrgaPanel by Merkt

The OrgaPanel comprises a basic
panel and a number of attachment modules. Merkt supplies the
new OrgaPanel and the relevant
modules in the colour of your
choice, though the robust panel
core is always black. The steel
construction of the OrgaPanel
makes it extremely robust and
even usable as a magnet wall.
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